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Afro-Americans & Slick John Kennedy
Government of the United States is no government
of the Afro-Americans at all. The slick John Kennedy gang is operating one of the greatest sham government in the entire world. Afro-Americans and fair minded
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whites must be gullible indeed to believe that the racist,
KKK dominated so-called U.S. Government is concerned
with the welfare and human rights of colored people.
The colored people of the USA must bring themselves
to realize that taken integration is a slick manuever to check
the restlessness of an oppressed people fast becoming infect
ed with the germ of total resistance policy developing among
all of the oppressed peoples of the world. Token integration
means nothing to the masses .

Even an idiot should be able to see that so-called Token
integration is no more than window dressing designed to lull the
poor downtrodden Afro-American to sleep and to make the out
side world think that the racist, savage USA is a fountainhead
of social justice and democracy.
The Afro-American in the USA is facing his greatest crisis
since chattel slavery. All forms of violence and underhanded
methods o.f extermination are being stepped up against our
people . Contrary to what the "big daddies" and their "good
nigras" would have us believe about all of the phoney progress
they claim the race is making, the True status of the Afro-American is s#eadily on the down turn.
Those mercenary Afro-Americans who pander their self respect and p~osfitute the human dignity of the race for crumbs
from their white master's tables are helping to forge the nails
for their own caskets . Have they not learned anything from the
lesson of the history of the Jews in Nazy Germany? All the
world knows how many Jews sold out their race hoping to gain
insulation for themselves . It is common knowledge that the only
privilege they won was the right to go to the gas chamber last.
Now they are just as dead as the ones who went first.
Already the coloxed people of the U.S. axe plagued with
mass arrests, attacks by vicious Nazi trained police dogs, and
victims of gun and club happy racist policemen. Already our
people are victims of mass unemployment, official conspiracies
of starvation and Ku Klux Klan terror backed by the U.S. Justice
Department. Already, the racist, fascists sre laying the groundwork for a mass exodus. Our people must not forget how the
Nazis loaded the Jews on death trains under The pretense of sending workers to other locations when they were really destined
for the extermination chambers . It goes without saying that the
Afro-American is not wanted in the USA anymore . Machinery
and poor white workers are fast replacing him.
Where is slick John Kennedy while all of this KKK and
Minuteman racist terror is being visited upon our people? Yes,
he is saber rattling and boasting of how he will defend the
democratic rights of ex-Nazis in Berlin. He is threatening nuclear
war in behalf of so-called democratic rights for people in far
away places very seldom heard of iri the USA . Slick John Kennedy, the far sighted humanitarian, was very swift in setting
up emergency funds and centers for so-called Cuban refugees .
°This same hypocrite, who rode to office on the vote of the colored people, now winks of the plight of Afro-Americans who
become refugees from racist terror . Rather than set up great
funds and location centers_ for colored refugees, Slick John prefer
to fake a bleeding heart for everyone but Afro-Americans whom
he expects to cry with him because the world no longer sees the
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master race of the USA as God's chosen people to rule the
universe.
Slick John is swift Yo sic his fascist running dog F.B.I. on
innocent Afro-Americans who refuse to be lynched by the KKK
but hs merely shrugs when an Afro-American soldier is murder
ed by racists . When Afro-Americans are murdered by racists in
the South, Slick John proclaims it a "local matter" out of the
jurisdiction of the racist Justice Department. Afro-Americans are
kidding themselves when they think they can expect the U.S.
racist Government to respect their rights as human beings . The
F.B.L, the Minutemen and the KKK are of the same ilk . There is
no class immunity for Afro-Americans. When mass terror breaks
loose, all people of color are targets. Turn the other cheekism is
no survival tactic for a jungle filled with wild beasts and savages
presided over by an impotent witch doctor, Slick John Kennedy,
whose magic portions only work in far away places .
Hands Across The Mason-Dixon
It is shameful that a so-called liberal governor of a great
state like Ohio would conspire with a racist sewerline politician
like Terry Sanford of North Carolina to surrender an Afro-Amer
ican mother to a den of rattlesnakes called lawmen and court
officials of a heathen state. North Carolina's brand of justice
is slander to the whole civilized race. Only an idiot of the first
magnitude would ever dare think that a colored person can get
justice in North Carolina, and most of all in that dung heap
called Monroe . It is not even a moot question.
If there was ever any doubt, the whole world should know
by now that Governor DiSalle's decision to extradite Mrs . Mae
Mallory back to the sharks in Monroe, who have falsely brought
kidnap charges against human rights fighters, is proof that the
racist politicians of the North and South are birds of a feather .
The Mallory case reminds us once more that no Afro-American
is out of the reach cf Klan justice so long as he is on soil presided
over by racists . It is an indictment of American justice to have
a Northern state collaborate with the South in a legal lynching.
The Mallory case proves that even a Northern State like Ohio
is not half as humane as integrated Cuba. Realizing how Fidel
Castro feels about racial injustice, the racist U.S. Government
has not even bothered to ask Cuba to return an Afro-American
to North Carolina lynch justice . If has limited its request to
members of its own political club and racist cohorts . Terry Sanford knows that he can depend on a chum like DiSalle to return
fugitive slaves . It is time for the decent people of the world
to speak out against jungle law in the so-called leader of the
"free world" for white only. MAE MALLORY MUST NOT BE
RETURNED TO MONROE'S KLAN JUSTICE.
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The Disease of Bigots
The racists of the USA suffer from mass psychoneurosis .
Their minds have become so twisted out of normal proportions
that Yhey have become mental cases . They possess warped per
sonalities Yhat have forced them out cf the realm of natural readjustment . The racist bigots of the USA are monomaniacs when
race in involved . Many are perfectly normal in every subject
but the one encompassing human rights for colored people . A
brilliant college professor or scientist who is a bigot may possess
an open mind and high intellectual inYegri~y in every field but
that of race relations . In this realm he may react as a blind
fanatic whose sensibilities are as insensate as the most rabid
racist of the backwoods country . His insensate nature makes him
immune to logic and fact that serve as a stimulus to normal
people with open minds . When individuals' personalities become
divorced from reality and insensible Yo the stimulus of a normal
environment, the best antidote is a shock that registers and
revives the sensible capabilities Yo the state of reality.
The Afro-American has been subjecfed Yo racism and persecution for almost 400 years in the new world . Common sense
dictates that white oppressors who have been unable to develop a
humane attitude and a just state of human intercourse indicative
of a civilized society in four centuries are incapable of doing so
voluntarily merely from the standpoint of social readjustment .
It must also be realized that an oppressed people who have
meekly submitted to the every whim of such a deranged personality cannot possibly have completely escaped unscarred .
Too many Afro-Americans have for Yoo long, even though unwillingly, played an accomodating pretender's game in a vain
effort to pacify the hopeless lunatics .
In the past when Yhis all powerful lunatic, with his homicidal
tendencies, insisted that he was God almighty, for the sake of
survival it may have been necessary Yo go along with him .
This is no longer the case . He is no longer the supreme power
in the world . Afro-Americans must stop playing the accomodaYing
lunatic's game . We must shock him back Yo reality . Afro-Americans must stop pretending to go along with insane racism . No
sane person is willing Yo wear a badge of inferiority . No sane
person is satisfied to live under a caste system of brutal Jim
crow. Human life is Yoo short and precious to spend under
terrifying conditions as a subhuman .
We must let the e n t i r e world know YhaY we are not
satisfied with racism in the USA . We must let the racist brute
himself know YhaY we are no longer going to play his idiots'
game . We must also serve notice on the world that we are
willing Yo help place him in a straight jacket until he is completely cured of his insensate, sadistic and homicidal tendencies .
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On the Monroe Scene
A weeping Afro - American
mother Yells the court how she
was brutally raped by four
white thugs - She identifies
Ywo and points one out in the
court room - The verdict is
acquittal and Union County
pats itself on the back for another Christian victory over
helpless colored people . . . An
Afro-American is brought to
trial accused of raping a white
woman - The woman testifies
to his innocense . . . The AfroAmerican is sent Yo prison for
a period of 20 years . . . So justice reigns supreme in Union
County, North Carolina - Kangaroo justice, that is!
However, let the white savages of Monroe and Union
County remember Y h a Y "the
wheels of justice grind slowly,
but they grind exceedingly
fine."
Last Summer the courageous
action of local Monroe youth
forced the city officials Yo close
the municipally owned swimming pool. The youth picketed
the pool because the City refused Yo provide any facilities
what-so-ever for colored people It goes without saying how
the officials and their Klan loving chief of police A. A. Mauney have been conspiring Yo
rid the town of all those who
believe in democracy and the
NOTICE :
ever, we
ses . Help
today fo :
Toronto,

enforcement of the U.S. Constitution.
Added to forced exile and
phoney charges of all types,
two other youth are now in jail
on "secret assault" charges . It
is said Yhat they stole a rifle
and fired on a racist service
station where Klansmen assemble at night. This ESSO Service station is where around
the clock nuisance telephone
calls originate . This station, called Norton & Gordon, was responsible for many threatening
calls to the home of the Editor
of THE CRUSADER . It is also a
nightly hangout for local racist
policemen and highway patrolmen.
Afro - Americans have no
chance of receiving impartial
justice in Monroe . The law is
used as a medium of white
racist vengeance against helpless colored people, so it comes
as no surprise that these youths
are in jail on such charges . It
comes as no surprise that one
of them has been badly beaten
in jail and shot by the jailor.
That is a custom of the Union
County officials . They have in
Mimes past been reported Yo the
do-nothing U.S. IN,Tustice Department about such conduct .
What is happening to the
youth there is a part of the
penalty of being born black in
the United States of America.

THE CRUSADER at this time has no subscription fee, howare in desperate need of funds fo cover distribution expenus to continue our work in exile by sending a contribution
THE CRUSADER, c/o . Mrs . Anne Olson, 21 Ellis Garden,
Canada .
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The Day that need not have been
It was a day when reason and wisdom gave way to madness When poets and priests became drunk with the nectar of folly;
When the Gods of greed and hate danced to the music of thunder
And in their passion of orgy for sensual pleasure they made toasts
from the blood of life .
`Tyranny became the commanders of their souls and their minds became
slaves of vain glory and vanity .
Ignorance and superstition resigned as King and Queen
In the courts of moclZed justice .
`This was the day that the innocent suckling who cried for the nurture
Of mint was nursed on the ehampaign of death .
`This was the day of destiny when guilt became the child of
Indifference and silence .
`I"his was the day when sane men who had cried vainly in the wilderness
Of madness stood in terror at the fulfillment of their prophesy .
In horrified contempt they scorned and moclZed the barons
with their fool's gold .
For this day of universal horror and doom was a day
`That need not have been .
the whole world at last was illuminated.
For once, all men were equal ; all men were the condemned.
Judges became the judged, executors witnessed their own execution
In the hordes of the just and unjust,
Those who had made a greater sword perished by the sword .
`The giant sltycrapers insensate barons had built to store up
2'heir treasures quivered momentarily, then fell as dust and ashes
`To the earth .
The illuminated s)Zy became dark with twirling clouds of smolte,
~`I'he mad, turbulent winds became hurricanes and cyclones of fire .
`Che sea spilled over its boundaries and silence and peace
Reigned supreme .
2'he ravaging vulture that had strived on death and decay
Fell inanimately to earth, He too became part of what had been his life.
The world was at peace now .
'
`The only peace since creation .
All mand>Zind had a common bond .
`There were no Kings or paupers,
All men were the same ; they were the disinherited of the earth,
Deep in the darlZness of earth life faintly glowed .
`Through default, the amoeba had inherited earth again.
He was ping over a dominion that lofty man squandered .
Yes, the lowest of creatures became >Zing on the day that
71eed not have been .
ROBER2 F . WILLIAMS
Hotel Capri # 1405
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N y 21 - Vedado
Habana, Cuba,

CAN YOU IMAGINE . . .
. . . Racist senator Russell from

the social jungle called Georgia attacking Prime Minister
Nehru of India and calling hirz
a "hypocrite" and some Things
worse . Russell is peeved at
Nehru because he refuses to be
a "yes man" to the great white
father. Russell seems to have
lost track of the fact that Uncle
Toms are not as plentiful as
they used to be of home or
abroad?
. . . Senator Sam Irving of the
racist "Good Egg State" of
North Carolina presidina~ over
the Senate Judiciary Committee
responsible for anti-poll tax legislation?
. . . A U.S . President who initiated the Peace Corps calling
for an all out embargo against
Cuba, dispatching troops and
fighter planes to South Vietnam, deliberately s e n d i n g
planes into Berlin specifically
to provoke an incident and
allowing U. S. Armed forces
personnel of Guantanamo to
fire on Cubans on Cuban soil?
Yes, can you imagine what
kind of "New Frontier" the
world must see him as a representative of?
. . . A "democratic°' COfJNTRY
LIRE THE U.S.A. having separate cgrave yards in its capitol
City for the deceased DOGS of
whites and Afro-Americans?
. . .In Los Angeles, California
rains collapsed a retaining wall
and revealed a cave that was
the only home available to a
dozen or so men in this modern
city in the richest country in
the world?
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. . . Church doors in Monroe
being closed fo hur..an rights
fighlers and yet claiming to be
open wide enough for God to
enter in?
. . . That in the racist State of
North Carolina where the Governor's assistant, Hugh Cannon,
stated to a Non-violent Freedom
Rider Minister, who was appealing to him for protection
under law that, "If you don't
believe in violence, you'd better get the hell out of Monroe"
in This same Sfafe, the Governor has personally appealed
twice fo Gov . DiSalle of Ohio
fo personally see to it that Mrs.
Mae Mallory, Afro - American
mother, is sent back fo Monroe
to receive "justice"?
. . . The U.S. Justice Department being so intoxicated with
stupidity that they can hear
Robert F. Williams broacasting
so called "Communist" party
propaganda from Havana's English School of the Air when
F'~7illiams actually is spending
his time wrifinq and lecturing
about the race problem? If just
goes to prove that the Justice
Department doesn't know a
Communist party line from a
Monroe, North Carolina segregated telephone line.
. . . that some of the "Good
Nigras", teachets and preachers, in Monroa who should be
trying fo set good examples for
the youth of the race, are still
playing running dog for Bynum
Griffin, would-be murderer of
the editor of THE CRUSADER?

U.S. BULLS INDICT WORTHY
It is no mere accident that the first American to be
indicted for visiting Cuba is William Worthy - Mr.
Worthy is an Afro-American and the U.S . State Department is fanatical in its efforts to keep colored
Americans in the dark about a country just 90 miles
from Florida that is free of racial segregation and
prejudice. It is just common knowledge that if the
U.S. represents the heaven it claims to be, and Cuba
is the living hell as said to be by the U.S., then why
should it be necessary to punish people for leaving
the so-called heaven to visit hell?
Mr. Worthy's indictment covers a lot of ground.
One major reason is that he is one of the most honest
journalist in the U. S . A. History is replete with
examples of the penalties honest people must pay
in the cause of truth and justice.

EXCERPT FROM : The F.B.I. in Peace and Cold War

by-William Worthy (Reprinted from TxE REALIST )
' . ..

On December 4th the Toronto Globe and Mail prominently reported a
scathing sermon by the Reverend John Morgan of that city's First Unitarian congregation, who said that the Royal Canadian Mounted Police had been "innocently trapped" info searching for (Robed F .) Williams because of misinformation originating in Monroe and passed on by the FBI" . The minister, friendly with
Williams and aware Thai he had been an active Unitarian while in Monroe,
declared that the civil rights leader had been "The object of a very incense
hunt under the mistaken impression That he was armed, wild and insane with
homicidal tendencies ."
While Williams was still in flight to Cuba, the Mounfies visited Reverend
Morgan twice . They informed him that a large sum of money was available
fo anyone providing information on Williams' whereabouts . He informed them :
"Only the most trusted people would know where Williams is hiding, and they
are not for sale . . . '
HAVANA .-The May Day celebration here was an unforgettable pageant
surpassing all parades ever seen by THE CRUSADER . When two young Cuban
couples rushed over and asked me in perfect English what impressed me most
of all about the colorful and mammoth parade, my answer was, the complete
mixture of the races without calor consciousness . The :aces were completely integrated and harmony prevailed everywhere . There was also an absence of class
consciousness and it was conspiciously obvious that all men marched as brothers
under the equal protection of law .
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